Zipp’s lineup of carbon and alloy bars, stems,
and seatposts offers a wide array of styles and
features, all with a new cosmetic look that screams
speed. They all share one purpose: make you faster.
We design these components to help you achieve
your optimal position on the bike for efficiency and
speed. We’re also offering new accessories such as
our new QuickView Integrated computer mount.

CARBON SL

SL-70 AERO HANDLEBAR
The SL-70 Aero is a unidirectional
carbon handlebar is packed with
the innovations for best-in-class
fit, ergonomics, and aerodynamic
performance. With its wing-shaped
bar top, the SL-70 Aero features
Zipp’s latest bar refinements while
building on the trend-setting aero
legacy of the VukaSprint. The
wing-shaped top was designed
using Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD).

The difference of that design
is real, saving 6.4 watts over a
round-tube section bar top. Beyond
aero performance, the SL-70 Aero
features a 70mm reach to allow
proper fit without compromising
stem length and steering control.
The revised 10° ramp angle to
the brake hoods eliminated need
for up-rotated bars. The bar also
provides ample wrist clearance for
riding and sprinting in drops.

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp cosmetics
- 70mm reach and 128mm drop allows for
a low and aero drops position
- Internal cable routing is easy with Rapid
Route™
- Matte Black finish
- 38, 40, 42, 44cm sizes available
- Not compatible with DI2 internal routing
- Lifetime warranty

MSRP
$ 327.00 | € 331.00* | £ 296.00*
*Includes VAT

HB-DBSL-70A-A3

CARBON

SL-70 ERGO HANDLEBAR
HB-DBSC-7E-B2

Light weight, comfort, and
strength: the new SL-70 Ergo is
the ultimate handlebar for long
days in the saddle. The SL-70
Ergo combines the flat bar top
shape of the beloved Contour
SL bar with numerous modern
features sought after by riders
and pro bike fitters. The SL70 Ergo sports a 70mm reach
and 128 drop. The short 70mm
reach has been a popular choice
inrecent years, as it allows bike
fitters flexibility in achieving a
comfortable position without
sacrificing steering control.

The drop utilizes a variable
radius, allowing for multiple
hand positions and deeper
movement into the drop. As a
result, reach to the brake lever
is shorter. A 3° backsweep on
the flat tops keeps the wrist
in a comfortable position,
essential for long days on
pavement or gravel, while the
10° ramp angle provides a
smooth transition to modern
shifter hoods. Brake and
shifter housing is elegantly
hidden along the underside
of the bar.

MSRP
$ 275.00 | € 306.00* | £ 273.00*
*Includes VAT

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp
cosmetics
- Unidirectional carbon built for
stiffness, comfort, and light weight
- Flattened top shape with 3°
backsweep for comfort
- Variable radius drop for multiple
hand positions and deeper
movement into the drop
- 40, 42, 44cm sizes available
- Matte Black finish
- Lifetime warranty

HB-DBSL-70E-A2

CARBON

ST-SL-SC-B2

CARBON

SL SPEED STEM

MSRP
$ 265.00 | € 289.00* | £ 258.00*
*
Includes VAT

Zipp’s SL Speed stem represents
the essence of carbon
componentry. It’s stiff, secure,
and light weight with a sleek
design that compliments any
bike. It’s a perfect addition to
a mountain climber’s favorite
feather-light road bike, but it’s
tough enough to tackle gravel
and cyclocross. Designed using
SRAM Exogram ™ technology,
found in SRAM RED cranks, the
new SL Speed stem weighs
just 123g (100mm) while
exceeding our stiffness-toweight standards. The SL Speed
is available in six sizes ranging
from 70 to 120mm to meet any
rider’s fit needs. Includes stiff
aluminum faceplate and titanium
hardware Torx ® T25 heads for
precise torque readings and ease
of adjustment.

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp
cosmetics
- Designed using SRAM Exogram™
technology
- New SL Speed stem weighs just
123g (100mm)
- ±6° 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120mm
lengths available
- ±6° carbon stem
- Secure with four bolt faceplate
using Torx® T25 bolt heads
- Matte Black finish
- Zipp QuickView integrated mount
available separately
- Lifetime warranty

ST-SL-SPNT-A3

CARBON

SL SPRINT STEM
The SL Sprint stem is an ideal
balance of stiffness and light
weight. The stem weighs in at
just 1.8g per newton meter of
stiffness using SRAM’s Exogram
technology. Designed with
feedback from top pros to meet
the unrelenting demands of Grand
Tour sprinters. Zipp also tapped
into expertise gained from its

pioneering carbon stems and
exhaustively researched the
marketplace to create the SL
Sprint stem. The SL Sprint comes
with its own stem cap that’s
designed to be aerodynamically
efficient by blending into the
stem body. Available in six sizes
ranging from 90 to 140mm to
meet any rider’s fit needs.

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp
cosmetics
- Carbon Exogram™ construction
delivers the stiffest stem on the
market gram for gram
- Secure with four bolt faceplace
using Torx® T25 bolt heads
- 12° 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140mmm
lengths available

MSRP

- Matte Black finish

$ 265.00 | € 289.00* | £ 258.00*
*Includes VAT

- Zipp QuickView integrated mount
available separately
- Lifetime warranty

SP-SL-S-B2

CARBON

SL SPEED SEATPOST
Zipp’s SL Speed seatpost has
become a favorite of road and
cyclocross pros because of its
light weight and dependability.
Zipp’s engineers used SRAM’s
Exogram technology to make the
tube as light weight as possible
and optimized our clamping
system for adjustability, security,
and ease of use. What’s more,
the SL Speed is available in a
400mm length to accommodate
road bikes with compact frame
geometry. SL Speed carbon
seatpost is available in 0mm or
20mm setback options.

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp cosmetics
- Designed using SRAM Exogram™
technology
- 27.2 and 31.6mm in 400mm length

- Also available the Zipp SL Speed
DI2® Internal Battery Mount to hold
a Shimano® DI2 seatpost battery
within the SL Speed seatpost.
Mount sold separately as an
accessory.
- Matte Black finish

MSRP
$ 265.00 | € 289.00* | £ 258.00*
*Includes VAT

- Lifetime warranty

SERVICE
COURSE SL

SL-70 XPLR HANDLEBAR
This is Zipp’s innovative all-road
handlebar, the Service Course SL70 XPLR. The bar’s moniker, XPLR,
exemplifies the desire to explore
the world with an expanded
definition of cycling on a drop
bar bicycle… from paved roads
onto gravel, mud, dirt, and even
single track. The Service Course
SL-70 XPLR help you go faster by
placing your body, starting with
your hands, in an optimal “comfort
zone” position for hours of rough
riding over mixed terrain.

Today’s riders demand a few things
out of their cockpit, whether they
are doing a two hour training ride
from home or a 200 mile gravel
adventure: comfort, control, and
the ability to carry what they
need. We met these needs by
creating a bar with shallow and
wide drops, specifically focusing
on two crucial metrics—outsweep
and flare. Outsweep is created by
rotating the drop below the brake
perch outward. Flare is created by
rotating the entire drop above the
brake perch outward.

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp cosmetics
- 70mm reach and 115mm drop allow
a comfortable hoods position and a
shallow drops position
- 5° drop flare and 11° drop outsweep
creates a drops position 6cm wider
than hoods
- 40, 42, 44, 46cm widths
- Ergonomic top with 3° backsweep
- Matte Black nano blast aluminum
- Lifetime warranty

MSRP
$ 110.00 | € 123.00* | £ 109.00*
*Includes VAT

HB-DBSC-SL7X-A2

SERVICE COURSE

SL-70 HANDLEBAR
The Service Course SL-70 is the
bike fitter’s go-to bar. The short
reach to the hoods allows a
proper fit without compromising
stem length and steering control.
With the revised ramp angle,
proper fit is now achievable
on even the most challenging
setups. The 70mm reach is
the shortest of Zipp’s Service
Course bars. 128 drop. Whether
it’s a rider with a shorter torso
or a bigger rider getting aero by
pairing this bar with a long stem,

this bar helps put just about
any cyclists into his or her
optimal position. The Service
Course SL-70’s flattened top
provides a better fit to the
hand and is clip compatible.

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp
cosmetics
- 7050 aluminum for light weight
and durability
- 70mm reach and 128mm drop for
a short-low position

MSRP
$ 110.00 | € 123.00* | £ 109.00*
*Includes VAT

- Flattened top shape with 3°
backsweep for comfort
- Five sizes
- 36, 38, 40, 42, 44cm widths
available
- Clip-on compatible
- Matte Black nano blast aluminum
- Lifetime warranty

HB-DBSC-SL70-B2

SERVICE COURSE

SL-70 ERGO HANDLEBAR

MSRP
$ 110.00 | € 123.00* | £ 109.00*
*Includes VAT

The bar offers the same compact
reach and drop dimensions as
the Service Course SL-70 but
adds a flattened top section for
a natural ergonomic grip on the
bar tops. A revised ramp angle
for proper fit. The Service Course
SL-70 Ergo’s specially tuned
drop shape creates comfortable
hand positions with short reach
to control levers vital for race
situations. The bar’s 128mm
drop help puts the rider low and
in control without compromising
comfort. Whether it’s a rider with
smaller hands or a bigger rider
getting aero by pairing this bar
with a long stem, this bar helps
put just about any cyclists into
his or her optimal position.

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp
cosmetics
- 7050 aluminum for light weight
and durability
- 70mm reach and 128mm drop for
a short-low position
- Flattened top shape with 3°
backsweep for comfort
- Four sizes
- 38, 40, 42, 44cm widths available
- Clip-on compatible (40, 42, 44cm
sizes only)
- Matte Black nano blast aluminum
- Lifetime warranty

HB-DBSC-SL7E-B2

SERVICE COURSE

SL-80 HANDLEBAR

MSRP
$ 110.00 | € 123.00* | £ 109.00*
*Includes VAT

The Service Course SL-80
provides comfortable and
efficient positions on the bar
tops, brake hoods or down in the
drops. The bar allows a neutral
wrist position on the drops and
a flat brake-hood transition.
This minimizes the need for uprotated bars. Drops are angled
outward by 4°, reducing wrist
strain. Named after its 80mm
reach to bring the hoods and
control levers back where you
want them.
The ergonomic 125mm drop
places the angled drop position
where you can easily reach
it while maintaining a neutral
wrist angle. The Service Course
SL-80’s rounded bar top is clip
compatible. 7050 aluminum.

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp
cosmetics
- 7050 aluminum
- 80mm reach and 125mm drop
designed to fit a large number
of riders
- Six sizes
- 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 46cm widths
available
- Clip-on compatible
- Matte Black nano blast aluminum
- Lifetime warranty

HB-DBSC-SL80-A2

SERVICE COURSE

HB-DBSC-SL8E-A2

SERVICE COURSE

SL-80 ERGO HANDLEBAR
Zipp Service Course SL-80 Ergo
handlebar is all about making you
faster in style and comfort. The
bar offers an 80mm reach and
125mm drop, perfect for a rider
looking for a medium reach and
shallow drop who likes reaching
down to, rather than into, the
drops. This bar has a flattened
top and 3 ° backsweep for a
neutral wrist position on the tops.
The bars feature a 7 ° ramp angle
for a flat transition to the hoods

and a 4° outsweep at the drops.
In addition to the ergonomic
benefits, the Service Course
SL 80 Ergo are our first ergo
bars to be clip-on compatible.
Made of 7050 aluminum, the
Service Course SL-80 Ergo
weighs 275g for a 42cm-wide
bar. Light weight, stiffness, and
comfort: the Zipp Service Course
line provides the right fit for
all rider types.

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp
cosmetics
- 7050 aluminum for light weight
and durability
- 80mm reach and 125mm drop for
a medium-high position

MSRP
$ 110.00 | € 123.00* | £ 109.00*
*Includes VAT

- Flattened top shape with 3°
backsweep for comfort
- Clip-on compatible (40, 42, 44cm
sizes only)
- 38, 40, 42, 44cm widths available
- Di2® RS910 junction compatible
- Matte Black nano blast aluminum
- Lifetime warranty

ST-SC-SL-B2

SERVICE COURSE

SL STEM
Zipp’s Service Course SL stem,
crafted from 7075 aluminum,
features a shape that’s strong
and light weight, resulting in a
best-in-class 1.85g per newton
meter of stiffness. That results in
no-flex sprints and accelerations.

To meet every rider’s fit needs,
the stem is available in ±6° and
±17° angles and seven lengths
from 70 to 130mm as well as
a 140 and 150mm lengths for
the ±6° stem only. This stem is a
favorite of Zipp ambassadors
and pro athletes.

MSRP
$ 112.00 | € 114.00* | £ 102.00*
*Includes VAT

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp
cosmetics
- Wide range of sizes and angles
- Service Course SL OS stem made
for 1-1/4" steerer tube bikes
- 17° available in 70, 80, 90, 110, 120,
130mm lengths
- 1-1/8" 6° available in 70, 80,
90, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150mm
lengths
- 1-1/4" available in 6° with 70, 80,
90, 110, 120, 130mm lengths
- Matte Black nano blast aluminum
- Zipp QuickView integrated mount
available separately
- Lifetime warranty

SERVICE COURSE

SL SEATPOST

MSRP
$ 160.00 | € 175.00* | £ 156.00*
*Includes VAT

The secure, two-bolt clamp makes
for easy micro-adjustments
of saddle position, and the
head has been redesigned for
maximum bolt head accessibility.
With 0 and 20mm setback
options, it’s possible for nearly
any rider to achieve the perfect
fit, and the clamp works with all
saddle rail types.

FEATURES:
- Updated distinctive Zipp
cosmetics
- Unidirectional carbon tube
designed for optimal compliance
on all road surfaces
- 25.4, 27.2, 31.6mm diameters
- 0 and 20mm setbacks
- Two bolt aluminum clamp for ease
of adjustability and security
- Lifetime warranty

SP-SC-SL-C2

The carbon Service Course SL
seatpost is specifically tuned to
be more shock absorbing than
the “comfort” seatposts on the
market, while still passing our
strict internal MTB strength
test. Flex engineered into the
light weight carbon tube keeps
the rider comfortable over any
terrain. Better fit means better
performance, and if your saddle
is out of position, you’ll waste
energy with every pedal stroke.

SERVICE COURSE

70 XPLR HANDLEBAR
The Zipp Service Course 70 XPLR
bar’s moniker, XPLR, exemplifies
the desire to explore the world
with an expanded definition of
cycling on a drop bar bicycle…
from paved roads onto gravel,
mud, dirt, and even single track.
The Service Course 70 XPLR help
you go faster by placing your
body, starting with your hands,
in an optimal “comfort zone”
position for hours of rough riding
over mixed terrain.

Today’s riders demand a few
things out of their cockpit,
whether they are doing a two
hour training ride from home
or a 200 mile gravel adventure:
comfort, control, and the ability
to carry what they need. We met
these needs by creating a bar
with shallow and wide drops,
specifically focusing on two
crucial metrics—outsweep and
flare. Outsweep is created by
rotating the drop below the brake
perch outward. Flare is created by
rotating the entire drop above the
brake perch outward.

FEATURES:
- Bead blast black finish with updated
Zipp cosmetics
- 42, 44, 46cm
- 70mm reach and 115mm drop allow
a comfortable hoods position and a
shallow drops position
- 5° drop flare and 11° drop outsweep
creates a drops position 6cm wider
than hoods
- Ergonomic top with 3° backsweep
- 100mm clamping area on top of bar
- Di2® bar end junction compatible
- Lifetime warranty

MSRP
$ 55.00 | € 61.00* | £ 54.00*
*Includes VAT

HB-DBSC-70X-A2

SERVICE COURSE

70 ERGO HANDLEBAR
The Service Course 70 Ergo
packs a powerful punch of
everything you’d want in a bar–a
design based on feedback from
pro bike fitters and pro riders,
an ergonomic top section, and a
price you’ll love. The bar features
a contoured top for a natural
ergonomic grip on the bar tops
for all-day comfort. The Service
Course 70 Ergo’s specially tuned
drop shape creates comfortable
hand positions with the short
reach to control levers vital for
race situations. The bar’s 70mm
reach (the horizontal distance

from the bar’s stem clamp
area to the center of the
brake perch) is the shortest of
Zipp’s Service Course lineup.
Its 128mm drop (vertical
distance from the bar’s stem
clamp area to the bottom of
the drops) places the rider
low and in control without
compromising comfort.

FEATURES:
- Bead blast black finish with
updated Zipp cosmetics
- 6061 aluminum for light weight
and durability
- 70mm reach and 128mm drop for
a short-low position
- Flattened top shape with 3°
backsweep for comfort
- 38, 40, 42, 44cm widths available

MSRP
$ 55.00 | € 61.00* | £ 54.00*
*Includes VAT

- Clip-on compatible (40, 42, 44cm
sizes only)
- Lifetime warranty

HB-DBSC-7E-B2

SERVICE COURSE

80 ERGO HANDLEBAR

MSRP
$ 55.00 | € 61.00 | £ 54.00
*
Includes VAT
*

*

Zipp Service Course 80 Ergo
handlebar is all about making
you faster in style and comfort.
It features an ergonomic flat
top. The drop shape features an
80mm reach and 125mm drop,
perfect for a rider looking for
a medium reach and shallow
drop who likes reaching down
to, rather than into, the drops.
The bars feature a 7° ramp angle
for a flat transition to the hoods
and a 4° outsweep at the drops.
In addition to the ergonomic
benefits, the Service Course 80
Ergo are our first ergo bars to be
clip-on compatible. The Service
Course 80 Ergo bar uses 6061
aluminum to tip the scales at
315g for a 42cm-wide bar.

FEATURES:
- Bead blast black finish with
updated Zipp cosmetics
- 6061 aluminum for light weight
and durability
- 80mm reach and 125mm drop for
a medium-high position
- Flattened top shape with 3°
backsweep for wrist comfort
- 38, 40, 42, 44cm widths available
- Clip-on compatible (40, 42, 44cm
sizes only)
- Di2® RS910 junction compatible
- Lifetime warranty

HB-DBSC-80E-A2

SERVICE COURSE

ST-SC-B2

SERVICE COURSE

STEM
The Service Course stem delivers
all you look for in a stem—
strength, stiffness, reliability, a
precise fit, and distinctive look.
The Service Course stem offers
a faceplate and body design
for greater stiffness and easier
installation. It’s high performance
and high value.

The Service Course stem’s shape
and 3D-forged construction
results in an improved stiffnessto-weight-ratio. The stem design,
along with distinctive graphics,
also complement the aesthetics
of modern frames. Made from
6061 aluminum, the stem
resists flexing during sprints
and accelerations.

MSRP
$ 56.00 | € 56.00* | £ 50.00*
*Includes VAT

FEATURES:
- Faceplace and body geometry
designed for greater stiffness and
easier installation
- Bead blast black finish with
updated Zipp cosmetics
- ±6° and ±25° rise stem available
- Leading stiffness-to-weight
- Secure with four bolt faceplate
using Torx® T25 bolt heads
- Zipp QuickView integrated mount
available separately
- Lifetime warranty

SERVICE COURSE

SEATPOST

MSRP
$ 56.00 | € 56.00* | £ 50.00*
*Includes VAT

SP-SC-B2

Zipp’s Service Course seatpost
is light weight and strong for
security and designed to offer
a precise fit at an affordable
price. It also provides easy
tool access to the downward
facing bolt for easy setup and
micro adjustments after it’s
mounted. Better fit means
better performance to make
you faster. An out-of-position
saddle means wasted energy
with every pedal stroke.

The secure, low-profile clamp
allows the saddle to slide farther
back along the rails, and with 0
and 20mm setback options, it’s
possible for nearly any rider to
achieve the perfect fit.
For high strength, low weight, and
efficient use of every gram, the
shaft and head are not bonded
but are 3D-forged from 6061
aluminum. The Service Course
seatpost is 350mm in length.

FEATURES:
- Bead blast black finish with
updated Zipp cosmetics
- 2-bolt adjustability
- 0 and 20mm offset versions
- 3D-forged from 6061 aluminum
- 350mm in length
- Available in 27.2 or 31.6mm
diameters
- Fits all common saddle rail types
- Lifetime warranty

QUICKVIEW
INTEGRATED MOUNT

MSRP
$ 70.00 | € 70.00* | £ 62.00*
Includes VAT

*

Zipp’s QuickView integrated
stem faceplate computer mount
provides an efficient fix for an
emerging challenge on modern
bikes, system integration. This
new mount doubles as the
stem faceplate for a clean look
that securely holds your cycle
computer and a light or camera.
No more multiple mounts bolted
on here and there. The mount
sits in front of your Zipp stem,
positioning it for easy viewing
and access. The Zipp QuickView
Integrated mount will have two
variants, one compatible with
Service Course, Service Course
SL, and SL Speed models, and
another designed for use with the
SL Sprint. This is an easy way to
add elegant integration to your
road bike.

FEATURES:
- Computer compatibility: Garmin®
and Wahoo®
- Accessory compatibility: GoPro®
- Lights: Niterider Lumina Series®
(with adapter, sold separately),
Light and Motion®, Bontrager ® (with
adapter, sold separately), Gloworm®
(with adapter, sold separately),
Lezyne® (with adapter, sold
separately), Infini® (with adapter,
sold separately),
Sigma Sport®
- Service Course SL version is
compatible with all Service Course,
Service Course SL and SL Speed
stems
- SL Sprint version fits SL Sprint stem
- Lifetime warranty

AC-SC-CMFP-A1

QUICKVIEW
INTEGRATED MOUNT

